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Abstract: In this study, the authors introduce a methodology for low-cost simulation-driven design optimisation of highly
miniaturised branch-line couplers (BLCs). The first stage of their design approach exploits fast concurrent optimisation of
geometrically dependent, but electromagnetically isolated cells that constitute a BLC. The cross-coupling effects between
the cells are taken into account in the second stage, where a surrogate-assisted fine-tuning procedure is executed. The
tuning process is based on space-mapping-enhanced low-fidelity model of the entire BLC. The latter is constructed by
cascading local response surface approximations (RSAs) of the BLC building blocks. The efficiency of their technique is
demonstrated through the design of two compact BLCs. A considerable scale of miniaturisation has been achieved in
both cases (83.7 and 87.4%, respectively), at the computational cost corresponding to a few EM simulations of the
respective BLC. Comparison of numerical results with several surrogate-based design approaches as well as an
experimental verification of the final designs are also provided.
1 Introduction

The development of reliable design methodologies for miniaturised
microwave passives has been motivated by industrial demands for
small-size and high-performance components to be used in a variety
of modern wireless communication systems [1–3]. The main
objective is to find a design that satisfies a given specification, using
limited computational resources, and providing highly accurate
results. However, the realisation of this goal has proven to be
extremely challenging from the methodological standpoint.

A typical microwave circuit with reduced physical dimensions is
constructed from composite structures that mimic – in term of
complex scattering parameters – uniform transmission lines (TLs) in
a limited frequency range [2–28]. Most commonly, T- [2, 4–11] or
π-shaped [2, 8, 12–17] topologies are chosen for the composite
structure realisation. Also, their various modifications, for example,
including stepped-impedance sections, can be found in the
literature [5, 6, 18–23]. These rather simple networks can be easily
analysed by means of TL theory, which offers a relatively good
approximation to the solution of the corresponding electromagnetic
(EM) problem, assuming the lack of cross-coupling effects and a
negligible influence of TL discontinuities on the performance of the
entire microwave component. This, however, is acceptable only for
conventional circuits [24]. When dealing with highly-miniaturised
passives, characterised by complex and densely arranged layouts,
the exploitation of simplified theoretical models is useful only to
provide initial design solutions that require further EM fine-tuning
[4–9, 11, 15, 16, 20, 21, 23]. In order to yield reliable results, it is
preferable to apply a high-fidelity EM analysis from the early stages
of the design process of compact microwave components [25, 26].
In other words, EM-driven optimisation of the entire miniaturised
structure is a necessary step of the design [23, 28].

On the other hand, the exploitation of EM simulation tools, either
throughout the entire design process or in the design closure –
although necessarily – requires vast computational resources. The
main issue here lies in the numerical cost associated with the
high-fidelity EM analysis of the entire compact component, rather
than its constitutive elements taken separately. In case of
conventional EM-driven design approaches, based either on
laborious parameter sweeps [27] or direct optimisation [23, 28],
this becomes impractical or even prohibitive when handling
computational demands of miniaturised passives.

Design difficulties related to the high computational cost of accurate
EM simulation can be alleviated to some extent by using
surrogate-based optimisation (SBO) techniques [29–32]. The most
popular SBO approach in microwave engineering is undoubtedly
space mapping (SM) [33, 34]. Unfortunately, straightforward
utilisation of an algorithm such as SM is problematic in the case of
miniaturised structures for several reasons. Conventional SBO
methods exploit the low-fidelity model (e.g. equivalent circuit) of the
entire structure [33], which is of limited accuracy because it does not
account for EM couplings between tightly allocated building blocks of
the structure. On the other hand, a large number of parameters make
the extraction of the surrogate model parameters (as well as
subsequent surrogate model optimisation) numerically complex with
issues such as non-uniqueness of the extraction process and poor
generalisation capability of the surrogate [31]. Also, EM simulation of
the entire structure has to be performed from the very first iteration of
the algorithm,which greatly affects the overall cost of the design process.

The initial attempts to partially address the aforementioned
problems were described in [35, 36], where SBO techniques were
exploited to solve a series of decomposed sub-problems. The
numerical efficiency of the referenced methods stems from the
fundamental principles of SBO technology, that is, shifting the
computational burden from the expensive EM model towards a
cheap and reasonably accurate replacement model (a surrogate) [37].
The major sources of computational expense are design validation
and surrogate model improvement, both requiring evaluation of the
EM model. The approaches of [35, 36] are suitable for a wide class
of miniaturised components, however, both require inconvenient
manual setup of multiple optimisation tasks, which can be
unacceptable when design automation is desired.

In this paper, we introduce a novel design methodology for
numerically demanding branch-line couplers (BLCs) with
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miniaturised layouts composed of geometrically complex composite
cells. The proposed technique enables an expedited optimisation of
the entire microwave component and provides high accuracy of the
results. A compact footprint of the component as well as its
specified performance is achieved by adjusting designable
parameters of the cells. Our approach is a two-step process. In the
first stage, the composite cells are subjected to concurrent EM
optimisation, without taking their mutual EM couplings into
account. This is done at a low computational cost (a few evaluations
of the entire BLC), due to the fact that the composite cells are
electromagnetically isolated. In the second stage, BLC fine-tuning
is performed, based on space-mapping-corrected surrogate model,
which is constructed from cascaded local response surface
approximation (RSA) models of the cells. This accounts for any
cross-coupling phenomena that affect the performance of the entire
component. The design procedure is initiated by a manual setup of
coupler building blocks. All the following steps are fully automated.
The efficiency of the proposed technique has been numerically and
experimentally validated using two BLC case studies. The proposed
methodology is tailored for BLC simulation-driven design,
however, it can be adopted for a wider range of applications.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a general
description of the design approach, as well as a detailed
mathematical formulation of its subsequent steps, that is, concurrent
cell optimisation, RSA model construction and surrogate-assisted
design refinement. Section 3 demonstrates the operation of the
proposed method. A comprehensive comparison with benchmark
optimisation methods (specifically, various space mapping
algorithms), is also included. Section 4 concludes the paper.
2 Methodology

2.1 General design scheme

A step-by-step flow for the design of highly-miniaturised BLCs is
shown in Fig. 1a. The computational efficiency of the proposed
method is a result of concurrent optimisation of the detached
composite cells (i.e. the fundamental building blocks of a compact
BLC), and subsequent surrogate-assisted fine-tuning of the
entire BLC. The former stage aims at reaching the optimised
vectors of designable parameters pertaining to the cells of the
coupler. One should note that the composite structures are
geometrically dependent (to ensure a compact BLC design), but
electromagnetically isolated (to lower their evaluation cost). This is
extremely beneficial from the numerical perspective: neglecting of
cross-coupling effects allows us to embed – in a single optimisation
process – two high-fidelity, yet cheap EM models representing
separate cells instead of one expensive model corresponding to the
Fig. 1 Step-by-step flow for the design of highly-miniaturised BLCs

a Proposed design procedure of highly miniaturised BLCs
b Objective function evaluation for concurrent cell optimisation

958
composition of the cells of interest. Such a formulation of the
optimisation task is advantageous as it leads to a solution that lies in
the close vicinity of the entire BLC optimised design.

The subsequent tuning-like BLC design refinement is carried out
as a surrogate-based optimisation process with a fast low-fidelity
model constructed by cascading the local RSAs of the cells. In
general, this is an iterative process, however, as demonstrated by
the case studies (cf. Section 3), one iteration is normally sufficient.

The main advantage of our method lies in the ability to reach the
optimised design within a single and fully automated process at a
low computational cost. The high-fidelity EM model of the entire
compact BLC is evaluated only at the tuning stage (in practice,
twice: at the initial design produced by the first stage, and for the
verification of the final design).

2.2 Concurrent cell optimisation

The proposed methodology offers a fully automated design of
small-size BLCs. It requires, however, a manual model setup for
coupler building blocks. Design considerations facilitating this
process together with a wide collection of example elements for
compact BLCs can be found in [26]. A conventional BLC is
composed of quarter-wavelength uniform TLs of Z0 and Z0/√2
characteristic impedances to achieve an equal power split between
the output ports (Z0 being the system impedance) [24]. Thus, to
develop a compact BLC, two complementary cells are required.
They are intended to fill the interior of the BLC in a highly efficient
manner with a predefined distance d between them. Geometry
parameters of the cells are encoded in a parameter vector x. Some
of these parameters are independent; others are dependent to ensure
the geometrical fit of the cells.

Formally, we can describe this dependence as x1 = f1(x) and x2 =
f2(x). In practice, f1 is a projection (i.e. x1 consists of selected
components of the vector x), whereas f2 describes geometry
constraints introduced to make the second cell fit into a compact
coupler layout. Specific realisations of such functions are provided
in Section 3.

For the purpose of cell optimisation, we use two separate
high-fidelity EM models to take into account all internal EM
effects existing within a composite cell, but without any
cross-coupling phenomena between them. This formulation of the
design problem allows us to perform a low-cost concurrent
optimisation of both cells. The aggregated objective function U(x)
for the cells is evaluated using given design specifications and cell
response vectors Ri(xi), i = 1, 2 (cf. Fig. 1b).

The cells are optimised to obtain a required phase shift fc, arg(S21)
at the operating frequency f0 as well as to minimise the return loss
|S11| at f0 and around it. The task is formulated as

x∗c = argmin
x

U (x) (1)

where

U (x) = max
f0−df≤f≤f0+df

{|S11.1(x1; f )|, |S11.2(x2; f )|}

+ b
∑2

i=1

arg (S21.i(xi; f0))− fc

[ ]2 (2)

here x is a composite vector of geometry parameters, xi, i = 1, 2, are
geometry parameter vectors of the cells, β is a penalty factor (here we
use β = 104), whereas S11 i(xi; f ) and S21 i(xi; f ) denote explicit
dependence of S-parameters on frequency for the ith cell. Thus,
the process (1) aims at minimising |S11| in the vicinity of f0 (in
practice, three frequency points are utilised: f0– df, f0 and f0 + df ),
while forcing arg(S21) to fc. The problem (1) is solved using a
pattern search algorithm (cf. [37]).

2.3 RSA models

The local RSA models of the cells, utilised in the tuning process (cf.
Section 2.4), are constructed in the vicinity of their optimised
designs, x∗c.i, i = 1, 2, defined as x∗c.i − dxi, x

∗
c.i + dxi

[ ]
. Each
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Fig. 2 Design case I: parameterised layouts of Cell1 (dark grey colour, port
impedanceZ0 = 35.35 Ω) andCell2 (light greycolour, port impedanceZ0 = 50 Ω)
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model uses 2ni + 1 (ni = dim(xi)) EM simulations of both cells at
x(0)c.i = x∗c.i and at the perturbed designs

x(k)c.i = [x∗c.i.1, . . . , x
∗
c.i.⌈k/2⌉ + (− 1)kdxi.⌈k/2⌉, . . . , x

∗
c.i.ni

]T,

k = 1, . . . , 2ni

where x∗c.i.k and dxi.k are the kth components of the vectors
x∗c.i and dxi, respectively. The RSA model Rc i(x) of the ith cell is
a simple second-order polynomial without mixed terms

Rc.i(x) = c0.i +
∑n1

k=1

ck.ixi.k+
∑n1

k=1

c(n+k).ix
2
i.k (3)

with the parameters identified as least-square solution to the linear
regression problem

Rc.i(x
(k)
c.i ) = Rf .i(x

(k)
c.i ), k = 0, 1, . . . , 2ni

where Rf.i denotes the EM model of the ith cell. The RSA model Rc
of the entire coupler is subsequently constructed by cascading Rc.i
using abcd matrix representation.

2.4 Surrogate-assisted design refinement

In order to account for EM couplings between the cells, as well as
other phenomena, for example, T-junction phase shifts, final
tuning of the coupler is required. The tuning procedure is realised
as a surrogate-based optimisation process

x(i+1) = argmin
x

H(R(i)
s (x)) (4)

Thevectorsx (i), i = 0,1,…approximatethesolutiontothecouplerdesign
problem x* = argmin{x:H(Rf(x))} (H encodes design specifications for
the coupler), whereas R(i)

s is the surrogate model at iteration i. R(i)
s is

constructed from the RSAmodel Rc using input space mapping [38]

R(i)
s (x) = Rc(x+ q(i)) (5)

whereq (i) is the inputSMshift vectorobtainedusing theusual parameter
extraction procedure q (i) = argmin{q: ||Rf(x

(i))−Rc(x
(i) + q)||}, aiming

at reduction of misalignment between the Rc and the EM coupler
model Rf. Note that the high-fidelity model Rf is not evaluated until
the tuning stage. In practice, a single iteration (4) is sufficient. The
overall cost of the coupler design process is therefore very low and
usually corresponds to a few simulations of the entire coupler structure
including cell optimisation and construction of the RSA models.

3 Case studies

Here, we verify the methodology of Section 2. First, we formulate
design specifications. The task is to design a miniaturised 3-dB
BLC for operating frequency f0 = 1 GHz using Taconic RF-35
(εr = 3.5, h = 0.508 mm and tanδ = 0.0018) as a dielectric substrate.
The intended bandwidth is 0.96–1.04 GHz with return loss and
isolation |S11|, |S41|≤− 20 dB. For comparison purposes, a
conventional BLC has been designed on the basis of [26].
Its exterior dimensions are 45.6 mm × 48.1 mm.

Design requirements, imposed on each constitutive cell, are
theory-based [24]. Therefore, in the first stage of the proposed
design procedure, we aim at finding appropriate cell designs that
approximate electrical parameters of theoretical BLC building
blocks. More specifically, |S11|≤−20 dB at 0.96, 1 and 1.04 GHz,
when loaded with 35.35 and 50 Ω resistances, respectively, and
the phase shift fc =−90° at f0. We use Sonnet em [39] to conduct
all high-fidelity EM simulations. In the following design examples,
the grid size is set to 0.025 mm × 0.025 mm, to provide sufficient
accuracy of cell design solutions. EM simulations are performed
on PC with 8-core Intel Xeon 2.5 GHz processor and 6 GB RAM.
Simulation time of the entire BLC is about 90 min for design case
1, and 110 min for design case 2 (both with adaptive frequency
IET Microw. Antennas Propag., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 9, pp. 957–963
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sweep). Single frequency simulation of a single cell is, on average,
about 15 and 18 s for design case 1 and design case 2, respectively.

3.1 Design case I

For the first example, we use cell parameterisation shown in Fig. 2. It
can be observed that the complementary cells are arranged according
to their intended placement in the target BLC. Dimensions of
horizontal and vertical cells (denoted Cell1 and Cell2, respectively)
are given by vectors x1 and x2. All parameters of Cell1, x1, x2, …,
x7, are independent, whereas Cell2 is described by both
independent, x8, x9, …, x12 and dependent, y1, y2 and y3,
parameters. The latter depend on specific parameters of Cell1 and
the predefined distance d between the cells. Referring to the
notation from Section 2.2, parameterisation of Cell1 and Cell2 is
given by: f1(x) = f1([x1 x2 … x12]

T) = [x1 x2 … x7]
T and f2(x) = f2([x1

x2 … x12]
T) = [x8 x9 … x12 y1 y2 y3]

T, where y1 = 0.5·(x7 + d/2− x8
− 2·x10− 2.5·x12), y2 = x1 + x3 + x4 + x6− d− x12 and y3 = x8 + x12−
d. This has been done to preserve consistency of the dimensions
and high compression of the BLC. In this example, d = 0.2 mm.

The cells of Fig. 2 have been subjected to concurrent optimisation,
starting from

x(0)c = [0.1 1.9 4 0.1 5.7 0.1 4 0.1 1.15 0.1 5.05 0.1]T

and yielding

x∗c = [0.45 1.9 3.325 0.225 1.55 0.125 8.05 0.1 1.15 0.1 0.4 1]T

Corresponding constrained optima for individual cells are

f1(x
∗
c ) = [ 0.45 1.9 3.325 0.225 1.55 0.125 8.05 ]Tmm

and

f2(x
∗
c ) = [ 0.1 1.15 0.1 0.4 1 2.675 2.925 0.9 ]Tmm

TheEMevaluation of the entireBLCat the design produced in this step
demonstrates a degraded performance because of cross-coupling
effects that occur between adjacent cells. This is addressed by the
subsequent fine-tuning procedure. For that purpose, we construct
local RSA models of the respective optimised cells and use them to
develop the coarse model of the entire BLC (by cascading ABCD
matrices of the corresponding building blocks). Next, the execution
of the surrogate-assisted design refinement algorithm follows.

The differences between pre- and post-tuning BLC designs are
illustrated in Figs. 3a and b. One can see that the final post-tuning
BLC design solution, given

f1(x
∗) = [ 0.475 1.9 3.25 0.225 1.5 0.125 8.05 ]Tmm

and

f2(x
∗)= [0.125 1.15 0.125 0.375 0.95 2.7 2.925 0.875]Tmm
959
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Fig. 3 Design case I

a and b Initial (dotted line), pre-tuning (dashed line), and post-tuning (solid line) BLC S-parameters
c Post-tuning BLC broadband performance – simulation (solid line) against measurement (dotted line)
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shows a perfect performance in contradiction to the pre-tuning BLC
design. The final design has been manufactured and measured.

The measurement results shown in Fig. 3c are comparable to the
simulated performance, where minor discrepancy is most likely
because of the lack of metal surface roughness and dielectric
anisotropy included in EM simulation [40], as well as geometrical
differences (fabrication tolerance) between the model and prototype.

It should be emphasised that the final BLC has reached 83.7%
scale of size reduction as well as ideal characteristics confirmed by
measurement data – all at a low computational cost corresponding
to about 5.6 full-wave analyses of the final compact BLC model.
The design cost breakdown is the following: concurrent cell
Fig. 4 Design case I

a Equivalent circuit ADS implementation (Rcircuit) of the compact BLC
b Performance comparison of the compact BLC optimised coarse model (Rcircuit) and its corre

960
optimisation (150 cell evaluations at three frequencies each, ∼225
min in total), data acquisition for RSA model construction (21 cell
evaluations at ten frequencies each, ∼105 min in total), and two
simulations of the entire coupler (∼180 min). The overall design
cost of the proposed method is ∼510 min. One should bear in
mind that a direct optimisation would require several hundred such
evaluations, which is virtually infeasible.

For the sake of comparison, the coupler was also optimised using
benchmark techniques, here, conventional space mapping algorithms
[38]. The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4a was used as an
underlying coarse model implemented in Agilent ADS [41]. The
initial design was obtained by optimising the coarse model Rcircuit.
sponding EM model

IET Microw. Antennas Propag., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 9, pp. 957–963
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Table 1 BLC optimisation (design case I): comparison with benchmark
methods

Algorithm Final design at 1 GHz Design cost

|S21 –
S31|,
dB

Return
loss |S11|,

dB

Isolation |
S41|, dB

Number of
coupler

simulations

Total
costa

this work 0.01 −39 −36 2 ∼6
SM (i)b 0.5 −24 −25.5 6 ∼8
SM (ii)c 0.01 −26 −26.5 6 ∼8
SM (iii)d 0.2 −51 −51 7 ∼9
SM (iv)e 0.6 −25 −24 6 ∼9

aTotal design cost expressed as the number of equivalent coupler
simulations; includes all operations (cell optimisation, surrogate
optimisation and extraction of SM model parameters).
bInput SM; the surrogate Rcircuit(x + c) (Rcircuit is the equivalent circuit
model).
cImplicit SM with nine dielectric permittivities as preassigned parameters.
dImplicit SM with nine substrate heights as preassigned parameters.
eImplicit SM with 18 parameters (substrate heights and permittivities).

Fig. 5 Design case II: parameterised layouts of Cell1 (dark grey colour,
port impedance Z0 = 35.35 Ω) and Cell2 (light grey colour, port impedance
Z0 = 50 Ω)
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This itself is a straightforward adaptation of the theory-based design
approach of [2–23]. To illustrate its minor usefulness in the design of
highly miniaturised microwave components and the need for
subsequent EM fine-tuning, we compare in Fig. 4b the
performance of the optimised coarse model and its corresponding
EM model. One can notice a considerable shift in the operating
frequency of the optimised BLC because of the insufficient
accuracy of the model.

For the purpose of comprehensive assessment of our method, we
compared it against four different versions of the SM algorithm: (i)
input SM with the surrogate model defined as Rs(x) = Rcircuit(x + c)
(the shift vector c obtained through usual parameter extraction
process [33]); (ii) implicit SM [38] with nine preassigned
parameters (substrate heights); (iii) implicit SM with nine substrate
dielectric permittivities as preassigned parameters; and (iv) implicit
SM with 18 preassigned parameters (both substrate heights and
permittivities). The SM surrogate model parameters were extracted
using the most recent design only. This was necessary to reduce
the computational cost of the parameter extraction process. The
results for the proposed and all benchmark methods have been
gathered in Table 1.

It can be observed that the computational cost of the design
process is the lowest for the methodology presented in this paper
compared to all considered versions of space mapping. In terms of
performance, our approach ensures the most consistent results in
terms of all performance parameters (only 0.01 dB difference
between coupling and transmission at the frequency of operation,
and almost −40 dB of both return loss and isolation). SM
algorithms produce results that are generally worse in terms of
return loss and isolation (except SM (iii)) as well as the difference
between coupling and transmission (except SM (ii), where the
results are comparable). The biggest problem with SM is the right
choice of the surrogate model setup: the results of all versions (i)–
(iv) are inconsistent with each other. Of course, the optimum SM
setup is unknown beforehand. This is a major drawback, because
the overall success of the method depends on the experience of the
user, which is not something that can be assumed generally
available.
3.2 Design case II

In the second example, we use cell parameterisation of Fig. 5, where
d = 0.4 mm, and the geometrical description is given by: f1(x) =
f1([x1 x2 … x12]

T) = [x1 x2 … x7]
T and f2(x) = f2([x1 x2 … x12]

T) =
[x8 x9 … x12 y1 y2]

T, where y1 = x1 + x3 + 2·x4 + 3·x5 + x9 + x12–d
and y2 = –x2 + x4 + x5 + x6–x8–x10− 3.5·x11− 3·x12 + d/2. The initial
design is given by

x(0)c = [ 0.1 1.9 2 0.1 0.1 6 2 0.1 1.15 2 0.1 0.1 ]T
IET Microw. Antennas Propag., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 9, pp. 957–963
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The first stage of our method results in

x∗c = [0.6 1.9 2 0.2 0.175 7.975 3.3 0.5 1.15 1.1 0.2 0.4]T

with the corresponding constrained optima

f1(x
∗
c ) = [ 0.6 1.9 2 0.2 0.175 7.975 3.3 ]Tmm

and

f2(x
∗
c ) = [ 0.5 1.15 1.1 0.2 0.4 3.875 3.15 ]Tmm

The tuning phase yields

f1(x
∗) = [ 0.6 1.9 1.975 0.2 0.15 7.925 3.25 ]Tmm

and

f2(x
∗) = [ 0.5 1.15 1.125 0.2 0.325 3.85 3.275 ]Tmm

The comparison between pre- and post-tuning BLC designs are
given in Figs. 6a and b. One can see that the SBO correction
technique applied at this stage greatly improves the performance of
the coupler to the point where no other EM fine-tuning is
necessary. This is also confirmed by the measurement results
given is Fig. 6c. Transmission characteristics of the manufactured
BLC are in agreement with simulation data, although some minor
differences can be observed, most likely because of the simplified
simulation: no SMA connectors were included, isotropic dielectric
substrate as well as smooth metallisation were used, no fabrication
tolerance was considered. It should be reiterated that the proposed
method enabled a low-cost design of a highly miniaturised BLC
(87.4% of size reduction), which demonstrates almost ideal
characteristics. The overall design cost of the technique introduced
in this work is ∼616 min (this translates into about 5.6 evaluations
of the entire BLC) and consists of the following: concurrent cell
optimisation (150 cell evaluations at three frequencies each, ∼270
min in total), data acquisition for RSA model construction (21 cell
evaluations at ten frequencies each, ∼126 min in total), and two
simulations of the entire coupler (∼220 min).

Similarly as for the previous example, the proposed design
approach was compared to conventional space mapping
algorithms. The equivalent circuit Rcircuit of the coupler used by
SM is shown in Fig. 7. As before, the initial design was obtained
by optimising Rcircuit. Again, we examine four different versions of
961
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Fig. 6 Design case II

a and b Initial (dotted line), pre-tuning (dashed line) and post-tuning (solid line) BLC S-parameters
c Post-tuning BLC broadband performance – simulation (solid line) against measurement (dotted line)
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the SM algorithm: (i) input SM; (ii) implicit SM with substrate
heights as preassigned parameters; (iii) implicit SM with dielectric
permittivities as preassigned parameters; and (iv) implicit SM with
both substrate heights and permittivities as preassigned parameters.
The results for the proposed and all benchmark methods can be
found in Table 2.
Fig. 7 Equivalent circuit ADS implementation (Rcircuit) of the compact BLC
from design case II

962
The results are consistent with what was obtained for the first
example. Specifically, the computational cost of the design process
is the lowest for the methodology presented here. Performance-
wise, our approach ensures the most consistent results (0.05 dB
difference between coupling and transmission at the frequency of
operation, and about −30 dB of both return loss and isolation).
SM algorithms produce results that are generally worse either in
terms of return loss and isolation or the difference between
coupling and transmission. As before, the most serious issue is
dependence of SM performance on the particular choice of the SM
surrogate model.
Table 2 BLC optimisation (design case II): comparison with benchmark
methods

Algorithm Final design at 1 GHz Design cost

|S21–
S31|,
dB

Return
loss |S11|,

dB

Isolation
|S41|, dB

Number of
coupler

simulations

Total
costa

this work 0.05 −30 −28.5 2 ∼6
SM (i)b 0.35 −37 −25 7 ∼9
SM (ii)c 0.05 −28 −25.5 6 ∼8
SM (iii)d 0.15 −28 −27 6 ∼8
SM (iv)e 0.45 −23 −25 9 ∼13

aTotal design cost expressed as the number of equivalent coupler
simulations; includes all operations (cell optimisation, surrogate
optimisation and extraction of SM model parameters).
bInput SM; the surrogate Rcircuit(x + c) (Rcircuit is the equivalent circuit
model).
cImplicit SM with nine dielectric permittivities as preassigned parameters.
dImplicit SM with nine substrate heights as preassigned parameters.
eImplicit SM with 18 parameters (substrate heights and permittivities).
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4 Conclusions

A simple, automated and reliable procedure for fast design
optimisation of compact branch-line couplers has been presented.
Our methodology addresses the two fundamental problems of
conventional techniques for miniaturised microwave component
design: (i) inaccuracy because of the relying on equivalent circuit
models (and thus neglecting cross-coupling effects), (ii) high
computational cost of EM-based design closure [necessary in any
case because of (i)]. The proposed technique is rigorously
formulated and therefore straightforward to implement and
automate. The final design is obtained in a single tuning iteration
so that convergence problems, typical for other techniques
(including surrogate-based approaches) are not an issue.
Comparison with several versions of space mapping indicates
consistent performance and no ambiguity due to selection of a
specific coarse model correction type. Finally, the final designs of
compact BLCs are obtained at a low computational cost (several
hours of CPU time).

The proposed method is also suitable for handling similar design
problems, where the target circuit can be decomposed into strictly
specified elements. This includes multi-section matching
transformers, Wilkinson power dividers, Lange or rat-race
couplers, to name just a few. The most important advantage of our
approach, besides its low computational cost, is that it allows
convenient handling of EM cross-coupling effects between the
structure cells (which cannot be properly accounted for using
simplified means, e.g. equivalent circuit models). At the same
time, potential limitation of the method is when the couplings
between the adjacent building blocks are extremely strong. In such
cases, discrepancies between the aggregated approximation model
and the entire (EM-simulated) structure might not be
accommodated through space mapping.
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